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Abstract 

It is a common practice in wafer inspection to align incoming wafer with a golden wafer to perform pixel to 

pixel comparisons for potential defect analysis. In this paper we explore the possibility and result of using 

artefact invariant features (surface patches) matching to register two 3D objects so that  slice by slice comparison 

between reference CT data and incoming unknown object can be performed. We first use a 3D subvoxel edge 

detector to detect voxels with abrupt changes in intensity. Then these edge voxels are best fitted  into different 

3D planar patches. Patch attributes such as normal, centroid, area and compactness are calculated. A Hough like 

voting algorithm is applied to calculate all possible rotations and translations among randomly selected patch 

pairs. The peaks of these rotations and translations in the solution space is the best rotation and translation that 

bring the  incoming object to the pose of the reference object. After registration, slice by slice comparison can be 

performed to reveal internal defects. 

 

The proposed method has been applied to a group of CT data with different orientations and with different CT 

scanning parameters (e.g. changes in KeV and tube current). We are able to register two CT objects and to detect 

internal defects in 40 seconds (512 cube; using a dual core 2.4G notebook). 
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1.  Introduction 
 

Image registration is a process of determining the correspondence between all points in two 

CT data sets of the same object. This process is required in many medical CT image analysis 

and industrial applications. For example, registration of cerebral anatomic images from a MR 

scanner with biochemical images from a PET scanner produces a unique dataset that is useful 

in both diagnosis and therapy. In CT based defect detection, precise registration of incoming 

object with a known model is needed before object and model deviation analysis can be 

performed to access the quality of the incoming object against the design tolerance. 

 

Among various registration methods, point-based approaches for establishing the 

transformation between data sets have been widely accepted. The effective approaches for 

registering 3D point cloud, say LiDAR data sets, can be referred to ICP (Iterative Closest 

Point)[1]. The 3-D data sets, rich in scene information, deserve further exploitation in 

extracting higher level information, such as line features, which are usually the evidence of 

boundaries of surfaces or objects. Shaker applied line based transformation model for spatial 

similarity transformation by using line features in which the transformation is performed in a 

way from 3D to 2D fashion[3]. Habib et al. solved image orientation employing line features 

as control data and thereafter registered photogrammetric 3D lines with LiDAR 3D lines[4]. 

J.J. Jew et al. proposed an automatic approach for 3-D line feature matching and 3D rigid 

transformation models for 3D registration of satellite data[5]. Line feature correspondences 

for registering multiple data sets with overlapping scene can be established by using 

geometric constraints in an automatic fashion. The spatial similarity transformation can then 

be performed by matched 3-D line pairs.   
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In this study, we focus on the task of spatial similarity transformation achieved through an 

automatic 3-D planar surface matching and on a computational strategy which requires no 

approximation for a non-linear system, yet reaches accurate parameter estimation to certain 

degree. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the subvoxel feature detection 

based planar surface clustering method and 3D transformation to bring incoming object pose 

to the reference CT data are presented. In section 3, experimental results with CT mages from 

a two real CT samples are given. Finally, in section 5 conclusion and future work are 

provided. 
 

2.  Planar patch detection from CT slices & computation of registration 

parameters 
 

2.1 3D planar object detection 
 

The aim of CT registration is to calculate scale factor, rotation matrix and translational vector 

(total 7 parameters) between learnt reference work piece and the incoming one. After 

registration, the incoming work piece can be aligned to the reference orientation and position 

so that defects can be detected by a direct comparison.  

 

For this purpose, an envelope detection method has been developed [6] whereby subvoxel 

boundaries of internal and external edges of an object can be derived from CT data set using 

an energy balanced transition detection algorithm. A Hough transformation based clustering 

method is applied [7] to classify the envelop points into a sequence of planar patches. Each 

patch is associated with the following attributes: 

 

 Area (pixel count) 

 Centroid  (Xc, Yc, Zc) 

 Surface normal {l,m,n} 

 

The planar patch equation is defined by 

 

l(X-Xc)+m(Y-Yc)+n(Z-Zc)=0 
 

Fig. 1 shows a casting part CT scan data with three orthogonal views. Omni directional 

subvoxel feature scan is performed to get internal and external envelops of the object (Fig. 2). 

Dominant planar surface detection algorithm is then applied extract from envelops planar 

patches (Fig. 3). The sorted surfaces based on their sizes are displayed in Fig. 4. Each 

dominant surface contains an orientation vector, area and centorid as its attributes. This 

information is crucial for dominant surface matching to calculate registration parameters such 

as rotation and translation (Fig. 5). 



 
 

Fig. 1 a casting part CT scan data for registration 

 

 
Fig 2 3D feature extraction result using proprietary energy balanced transition detection 

algorithm. These feature points form the envelop of the part and will be used for dominant 

planar surface detection to extract orientation and position primitives for matching. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Hough classification is applied to get dominant planar surfaces. Both internal as well as 

external surfaces can be detected. The surfaces are sorted based on sizes.  

 



 
Fig. 5. Dominant surfaces with orientation vectors, areas and centorids are detected, which are 

used for registration 
 

2.2 3D rigid transformation model 
 

Based on the assumption of rigid-body surface features, the transformation of a 3D point from 

one coordinate system {Xci, Yci, Zci} to another {Xc’i, Yc’i, Zc’i} is mathematically 

described by a 7-parameter spatial similarity transformation, including a scale parameter ( S ), 

translation vector ( Tx, Ty, Tz ), and three rotation angles (ω 、φ 、κ ).  

 

 

 
                                        (1a) 

 

 

 

where 

 

 
   (1b) 

 

 

 

 

Since we don’t change CT scan magnification in our operations, we assume the scale factor S 

is 1. 

 

2.3 Determination of 3D rotation matrix & translational vector 

 

To match a vector u to another vector v, a rotation matrix R can be found to rotate vector u to 

the orientation of v 

 
              (2) 

We can construct a third vector w from u and v such that     
 



                           

 

Here  is the cross product of the two vectors. Unit matrix U and V can now be constructed 

by the following formula before (2) can be used to derive rotation matrix: 
 
 

,    and  
 

 

 

To find the optimized rotation matrix, we randomly select any pair of u and v from reference 

and incoming surface patches to get a sequence of rotation matrixes. The associated rotation 

angles are registered into Hough accumulators. The peak in Hough space corresponds to the 

best rotation matrix. 

 
Assuming Ci and C’i are a pair of matched surface centroids, translation T can be found from  

 
       (3) 

 

If more than one planar surfaces are matched, a median value of T will be used as the optimal 

translation.        

 

3.  Experimental Results 
 

We have implemented an automatic 3D image registration method that uses planar patch 

matching to determine rotation matrix and translation vector between reference CT data and 

incoming object with subvoxel accuracy. A casting part is employed to assess the 

effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed registration method (Fig. 1). CT scans with the 

part in 5 different orientations and with various CT parameters (KeV and tube currents) are 

acquired.  

 

 
(a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig . 6 (a) Planar patches detected in incoming CT data and (b) Planar patches of reference 

CT data set 



 

Fig . 6 shows both planar patches detected in incoming and reference CT data sets. Based on 

user selected minimum patch area allowed, as many as 50 large and small patches can be 

detected by the feature detection and patch clustering algorithms. Some duplicated patches 

can be detected due to beam handening artefacts. A patch merging algorithm, if needed, can 

be activated to merge patches with similar orientation and small patch to patch distance. 

 

Fig. 7a,b shows the registration results with automatically calculated rotation matrixes and 

translational vectors for two CT scans: (a) registration result for CT scan with different 

orientation but using the same KeV and tube current as reference scan and (b) CT scan 

without rotation or translation but with a different set of KeV and current.  As can be seen 

from the figures, we no only use Hough based peak search for rotation matrix determination, 

but also verify each potential peak by rotating incoming patches to the reference coordinate to 

perform template matching.  

 

                    
(a)                                                                        (b) 

 

Fig. 7 Registration result with rotation matrix and translation.  As can be seen, we no only use 

Hough based peak search for rotation matrix determination, but also verify each potential 

peak by rotating incoming patches to the reference coordinate to perform template matching. 

(a) Registration result for CT scan with different orientation but using the same KeV and 

current as reference scan and (b) Registration result for CT scan without rotation or 

translation but with a different set of KeV and current from reference scan.   
 

After 3D registration with known rotation matrix and translation between incoming and 

reference objects, we can perform 3D transformation to bring incoming object to the reference 

position and orientation to analyze differences between two 3D objects. Fig. 8 shows the 

comparison and defect detection results: 3 slice by slice comparisons are illustrated with 

reference slice on top left, incoming object slice on top right, the difference image 

(normalized to grey level 128, e.g. 128 equivalent to no difference) on bottom left and defect 

detection result on bottom right of the image. Based on our manual assessment of slice by 

slice comparison video display, the estimated rotation error is less than 2 degrees and the 

estimated translational error can be as large as 7 voxels (Fig. 8). 
 



 
 

Fig. 8 After 3D registration with known rotation matrix and translation between incoming and 

reference objects, 3D transformation can be performed to bring incoming object to the 

reference orientation to analyze image difference slice by slice between two 3D objects. Here 

3 slice by slice comparisons are illustrated with reference slice on top left, incoming object 

slice on top right and the difference image (normalized to grey level 128, e.g. 128 equivalent 

to no difference) on bottom left and defect detection result on bottom right of the image. 

Based on our manual assessment of slice by slice comparison video display, the estimated 

rotation error is less than 2 degrees and the estimated translational error can be as big as 7 

voxels. 

 

Beam hardening artefacts could be one of the reasons for the inaccuracy in registration 

parameter calculation. Fig. 9 shows a sequence of slices before a surface appears from the 

background: all the blurring artefacts indicate that there is no clear boundaries between object 

surfaces and the background. 

 

 
Fig. 9 shows a sequence of slices before a surface appears from the background: all the 

blurring artefacts indicate that there is no clear boundaries between object surfaces and the 

background. 

 

Fig. 10 shows the same object from a different view. The highlighted “artefact” top surface is 

the same surface as displayed in Fig. 8. When we apply edge detection algorithm to it, though 

a few SNR enhancement filters have been used, the blur top surface still ends up with two 

split lines. This will affect the final clustering of features into planes. In fact, in our tests as 

many as four split surfaces can be detected for this top surface alone.  Though merge 

algorithm can be introduced but the error from surface centroid and normal will greatly affect 

the registration result. We are in the process of using different weightings  for artefact 

“contaminated” surfaces to reduce  their impact on final result.  



 
 

Fig. 10 The same object as displayed in Fig. 8 from a different view. The highlighted 

“artefact” top surface is the same surface as displayed in Fig. 8. When we apply edge 

detection algorithm to it, though a few SNR enhancement filters have been used, the blur top 

surface still ends up with two split lines 

 

5.  Conclusions and Future Works 

 
This paper presented a new approach for automatic registration of two 3D objects using 

planar surface matching. Subvoxel envelops are detected using a Hough transformation 

method. Planar patches are clustered from the envelops and attributes such as centroid and 

normal are calculated for registration. Based on a randomized rotational match, Hough peaks 

are detected as the best estimations of rotation matrix and translation. After registration  

between incoming object and reference, slice by slice comparison between these two can be 

performed to visualize the deviation.  

Our future work includes a fine registration algorithm to bring down the rotational error to 

less than 0.5 degree and translational error to smaller than 1 voxel.  
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